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 Abstract

We present a description of a clinical case of the use of high-dose therapy with autologous stem cell trans-
plantation in the first line of therapy in a patient with FL. The patient achieved long-term molecular remis-
sion and potentially cure of the tumor.
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HDT: High-Dose Therapy; ASCT: Autologous Stem Cell Transplantation; FL: Follicular Lymphoma; CT: 
Computed Tomography; IgV: Immunoglobulin Variable Region; POD24: Progression of Disease Within 24 
Month; PFS: Progression-Free Survival. 

Introduction

 Long-term follow-up have showed that HDT with ASCT provides long-term 25–30-year remissions 
in patients with FL, and over 50% of FL patients can probably achieve a biological cure of the tumor [1-3]. 
Currently, it is considered that the optimal time for the ASCT is the first early relapse of FL, i.e. second-line 
therapy. Very few reports on the recent studies published the effect of ASCT as the first-line therapy of FL. 
We present a rare case of long-term complete remission in a patient with advanced FL who received HDT 
with ASCT as the first-line therapy.

Case Report
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Сase Presentation

 A 45-year-old woman presented with peripheral lymph nodes enlargement up to 5 cm, night sweats, 
and weakness in 2008. Abdominal CT showed multiple lymphadenopathy in conglomerates up to 9 cm. 
High blood beta2-microglobulin (3.1 mg/l) and lactate dehydrogenase (310 U/l) were noted. Based on 
the histopathological and FISH tests with the cervical lymph node biopsy, grade 1-2 t(14;18)+ follicular 
lymphoma was diagnosed. Bone marrow biopsy showed a massive infiltration with tumor cells. Consen-
sus PCR for the IgV genes in bone marrow, blood and lymph node identified an identical clonal tumor cell 
population. Thus, an advanced follicular lymphoma with a large tumor burden and a high risk of FLIPI/
FLIPI2 was diagnosed. The treatment included 4 courses of R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxo-
rubicin, vincristine, prednisone) with a partial response. Tumor lesion in the bone marrow and retroperi-
toneal lymphadenopathy persisted. Subsequently, the patient underwent 2 courses of R-DHAP (rituximab, 
cisplatin, cytarabine, dexamethasone) therapy. Follow-up CT and bone marrow biopsy with a test for IgHV 
showed a complete antitumor response. Next, stem cells (2.34*106) were harvested after a high-dose cy-
clophosphamide treatment. ASCT was performed after conditioning using R-BEAM regimen (carmustine, 
etoposide, cytarabine, melphalan, rituximab). The patient remains in the first complete molecular remis-
sion for 15 years after transplantation, with no late toxicity (including secondary tumors).

Discussion

 Guidelines on the treatment of FL are designed mainly for older patients, the main population for 
FL. However, they are not always suitable for young FL patients with advanced tumor and multiple risk fac-
tors. Although remission occurs in 80% of patients receiving standard ICT (R-CHOP/R-B), it is not curative 
in FL. Advanced FL often relapses after front-line chemoimmunotherapy, and many patients will eventually 
require subsequent therapy. Elderly patients may die from non-lymphoma- related events. While young 
patients usually receive several lines of therapy, and die predominantly from the tumor-related causes [4].

 In 20% of FL patients, the disease progresses within 24 months after the standard ICT (the POD24 
group). Patients with POD24 have a very poor prognosis: high risk of refractory disease, tumor transforma-
tion, and early tumor-related mortality. It is impossible to determine the risk of POD24 before the start of 
treatment [5,6].

 HDT with ASCT as the first-line treatment in FL is proved to provide a significantly higher PFS vs. 
conventional therapy: 13-year PFS after ASCT and after R-CHOP is 59.1% and 28.8%, respectively (p<0.001) 
[7]. Therefore, due to the use of HDT with ASCT, it is possible to increase the number of “very long respond-
ers” i.e. FL patients with PFS longer than 10 years after the end of therapy [8].

 In two independent studies by Metzner B. et al. and A. Jiménez-Ubieto et al. compared ASCT as the 
first, second, and subsequent lines of treatment and demonstrated that the most effective high-dose che-
motherapy is “upfront”, the first-line therapy [9,1]. Modern ASCT regimens (BEAM, BeEAM) are usually 
well tolerated and do not cause delayed complications [10]. 
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 In the presented case, remission was not achieved in a patient with high-risk FL after standard R-
CHOP courses, suggesting the very high probability of relapse within the next few years. Considering the 
young age of the patient, the high-dose chemotherapy was selected and provided a rapid and complete 
antitumor response. Over a 15-year period, there were no signs of tumor relapse, which allows us to speak 
with some confidence about a curative effect. 

Conclusion

 Compared with traditional treatment regimens in FL, ASCT is more expensive, complex, and long-
term treatment with a high rate of complications and stress for the patient. However, in young patients, the 
possibility of long-term PFS after only 1 line of therapy can obviously outweigh all these disadvantages. 
Therefore, indications for HDT plus ASCT in young patients with FL should be assessed individually, con-
sidering all risk factors and the patient’s preferences. 
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